Osmo Mobile Release Notes

Date: 2017.06.05
Firmware: v1.6.0.80
DJI GO App iOS: v3.1.10
DJI GO App Android: v3.1.5

What’s New?

- Fixed an occasional issue where the gimbal centered itself two seconds before completing a motion timelapse.
- Fixed an occasional issue where the gimbal would drift during a motion timelapse.
- Fixed an occasional issue where the gimbal shook slightly when reaching its maximum tilt or yaw angle.

Notes:

- If the firmware upgrade fails, restart Osmo Mobile and DJI GO, and retry.
- The Osmo handle still can be used with the Zenmuse X3/X5/X5R/Z3 cameras after updating to this firmware version.
Osmo Mobile Release Notes

Date: 2017.03.21
Firmware: v1.5.0.70
DJI GO App iOS: v3.1.5
DJI GO App Android: v3.1.3

What’s New?

• Added ActiveTrack support for Filmic.
• Shortened time for Osmo Mobile to wake up from Sleep Mode.
• Fixed occasional issue of motors making noise when recording with some models of mobile phone.

Notes:

• If the firmware upgrade fails, restart Osmo Mobile and DJI GO, and retry.
• The Osmo handle still can be used with the Zenmuse X3/X5/X5R/Z3 cameras after updating to this firmware version.
Osmo Mobile Release Notes

Date: 2017.01.19
Firmware: v1.4.0.60
DJI GO App iOS: v3.1.2
DJI GO App Android: v3.1.2

What’s New?

- Added support for the Zenmuse M1 gimbal used with the Osmo handle.
- Fixed an issue where the Bluetooth signal disappears after connection timeout.
- Fixed an occasional issue where the system status LED goes red after successful update.

Notes:

- Mount the Zenmuse M1 gimbal to an Osmo handle before updating firmware. Firmware update is required before use.
- If the firmware upgrade fails, restart Osmo Mobile and DJI GO, and retry.
- The Osmo handle still can be used with the Zenmuse X3/X5/X5R/Z3 cameras after updating to this firmware version.
Osmo Mobile Release Notes

Date: 2016.11.28
Firmware: v1.3.0.50
DJI GO App iOS: v3.1.0
DJI GO App Android: v3.1.0

What’s New?

• Added Bluetooth HID feature. The shutter button and the record button on the handle can be used to control photo or video capture in other applications when the Osmo Mobile is connected to a smartphone.
• Added joystick control for the gimbal when rotating the handle.
• Fixed an issue of gimbal shaking when holding the trigger and rotating the handle.

Notes:

• If the firmware upgrade fails, restart Osmo Mobile and DJI GO, and retry.
• If the shutter button and the record button on the handle fails to control mobile phone shooting, disconnect the Bluetooth connection between the Osmo Mobile and the mobile phone and then retry.
• After upgrading this firmware, you will need to disconnect the DJI GO app and the Bluetooth connection both if you want to disconnect the Osmo Mobile and your mobile phone.
Osmo Mobile Release Notes

Date: 2016.10.19  
Firmware: v1.2.0.40  
DJI GO App iOS: v3.0.1  
DJI GO App Android: v3.0.0

What’s New?

• Added option for gimbal speed control with the joystick.
• Added option for enabling or disabling detection when mobile phone is mounted to the gimbal.
• Added abnormal status update. By holding the trigger and pressing the shutter button three times, the Osmo Mobile will flash to indicate a specific problem.
• Switching to Flashlight mode is smoother now.
• Fixed issue of gimbal shaking unexpectedly after shooting long exposures or timelapses.
• Fixed issue of Osmo Mobile shaking abnormally when the gimbal’s balance is not adjusted properly.

Notes:

• If the firmware upgrade fails, restart Osmo Mobile and DJI GO, and retry.